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IDEAS
FOR SMALL
Pocket backyards are common in suburban communities and inner city lots, however there are many things you can do
to make the most out of your tiny yard space. Here are awesome ideas that will transform your backyard into a
comfortable, functional and impressive space for outdoor entertaining.

Trim Trees
When shopping for your shrubbery,
be savvy and select upward growing
trees. Green giant arborvitae,
magnolia, cherry, maples, Persian
Ironwood, and even bamboos can
attractively line up your backyard,
give you shade, and provide fresh air
without taking a lot of space.

Vertical Box Gardening
Don’t let the lack of space
stop you from creating floral
garden beds. Vertical box
gardens
are
popular
throughout smaller spaces.

A White Backyard
Light colours give the illusion of
space. White walls, furniture,
and light hued plants create a
cool and airy backyard.

WANT A FREE HOME
TRANSFORMATION
QUOTATION?
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW!
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IDEAS
FOR SMALL

The Skinny Pool
Who says swimming pools are limited to large
backyards? A narrow lap pool is a great addition to a
small backyard.

Side Gardening
Line your fencing with side gardens and leave
the centre of your yard open. This format will
create the illusion of space.

Corner Seating Hub
Create the illusion of a wider space by
strategically placing your features in one
corner of the backyard and leave the rest of the
area open.

Dear David,

Water Feature
A unique and striking water feature will add a
strong focal point to your backyard, deemphasising the size restrictions of your yard.

WANT A FREE HOME
TRANSFORMATION
QUOTATION?
CALL 1300 296 255 NOW!

I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of
their workmanship and in addition the professional
manner they have undertaken their work. They moved
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very
respectful of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the
project. My congratulations to both you and your team
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan
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8 WAYS TO SAVE ON
ENERGY BILLS
By making some small changes to how you use energy, you can save money
and help the environment
There are many things you can do to help keep your energy bills down. Our top 10 includes some simple tips to help you
save energy, and most won't cost you a cent.

2 Switch to energy-saving LED
light globes
Energy-efficient globes could save you up
to 80 per cent off your lighting costs. LED
bulbs use less power and last longer. That
means you spend less money and time
replacing them.

1 Switch off lights and electrical
appliances when you don’t use them
Turn off your heater, cooling units and appliances
when you go to bed or leave the house. Turning
things off at the powerpoint can save even more
power than at the switch or remote control. Switch
off your computer and equipment such as printers
or wifi routers overnight, or while you're away. Most
computers have energy saving settings which can
be activated to turn the computer and screen off
after a period of inactivity.

4 Save energy in how
you wash and dry clothes
You can save around $115 per
year by washing clothes in cold
water. You can also save by
making sure you select the
shortest appropriate washing
cycle. Wait until your machine is
full before starting a washing
cycle. Clothes dryers use lots of
energy. Hang clothes outside
and let them dry naturally.

5 Save energy in the kitchen
Fridge
Your fridge runs 24 hours a day and is one of your most expensive appliances to run. The ideal
fridge temperature is 4 or 5 degrees Celsius. Your ideal freezer temperature is minus 15 to
minus 18 degrees. Make sure the fridge door seal is tight and that no gaps or cracks let cold air
escape. If you have a second fridge or freezer, only turn it on when you need it.
Cooking
Put frozen food in your fridge in the morning to thaw out and reduce cooking time in the evening.
When you're cooking, use the microwave when you can. Microwaves use much less energy than
an electric oven. If you use a stove, keep lids on pots to reduce cooking time.

3 Shut doors and close curtains
There are simple things you can do to reduce the costs of
heating and cooling without making life uncomfortable. Shut
doors to areas you're not using, and only cool or heat the
rooms where you spend the most time. In cooler months,
make sure your curtains or blinds seal your windows properly.
In warmer months, keep your curtains closed during the day.
By keeping the sun off your windows with external shadings
such as external blinds or canvas awnings, your house will
remain cooler. Stop cool air leaking out by blocking draughts
around doors and windows.

Dishwasher
Use the economy
cycle on your
dishwasher, and only
run it when it's full. You
can also wash your
dishes by hand to save
more energy!

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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8 WAYS TO SAVE
ON ENERGY
BILLS
6 Manage your heating
and cooling
Every degree above 20
degrees can add 10 per cent to
your heating bill. In winter,
heating can account for over
30 per cent of your bill.
In winter, set your thermostat
between 18 and 20 degrees. In
summer, set your thermostat to
26 degrees or above.
Some ducted heating and
cooling systems allow you to
turn off the heating or to only
cool rooms that are
unoccupied.

7 Insulate your
roof
An insulated ceiling can
make a big difference to
your energy bills.
Effective ceiling
insulation can save you
up to 20 per cent on
your cooling and heating
costs.

8 Save money with solar
energy
Using solar energy can help your
household save money on
energy bills.
By using the solar electricity that
you generate, you can avoid
buying energy from your retailer.
Additionally, solar hot water
systems can also help you avoid
gas charges often associated
with a gas-fired water heater.

DID YOU
KNOW?
an ostrich's eye is
bigger than its brain
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4 WAYS TO
LOVE THE
HOME
YOU HAVE!
Often we don’t love
our homes the way
we should. Most of
us have many
things in our home
that bring us joy
and gratitude and a
feeling of love for
our homes but for
some reason, we
fuss about what we
don’t have or don’t
like or what we
want to update and
do over! Let’s learn
some simple ways
to love the home
we live in right now!

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Awareness
Get a FREEGuide:
copy ofHow To
Choose
A Reliable
Roof
the Official
Consumer’s
Restoration
Company
Awareness Guide
to Shed
Building (valued at $97):
It reveals the scams and misconceptions about roof

STOP COMPARING YOUR HOME TO OTHERS
We must admit that we can get very caught up in “house
dissatisfaction” and we sometimes forget to be “inspired ” by the
beautiful homes we see and not to get stuck in that horrid pit of
comparison! We need to love the fact that we have a home…
bought, borrowed or rented. Big, small or in between. Cozy or
grand. New or old.
START BEING GRATEFUL FOR THE HOME YOU HAVE
There is not one single thing that will allow you to love the home
you have like the simple act of being grateful that you have a
home! Gratitude for our homes can open our eyes up to the joys
of homekeeping and puttering and making a house a home.
BE INSPIRED BY WHAT YOU SEE
Let your mind be inspired by the beauty of other homes and
designs and decor. See the possibilities and the creativity in
other’s beautiful homes and decor and let that inspire you to
make small changes in your own! Inspiration is not envious
or greedy!
We can get easily overwhelmed by the beauty and great
ideas we find but we must learn to take it all in and be
selective about what we focus on.
Trying to find one little detail when we are looking through a
magazine or online that makes our hearts sing and one
thing that would be a blessing to our home would help us
not to become overwhelmed by what we see.

KEEP A CLEAN AND TIDY HOME
This is the best way to love your home! Clean your home!
Purging, cleaning and getting your home in order makes
us feel better about our homes and our lives! Commit to
spending time each day to tidy up and clean your home.
Don’t let things unravel and get out of hand. Do a little
every day… and do it with a good and grateful attitude.

It reveals the
big difference
a farm
restoration
companies,
eightbetween
signs your
roof is
shed
that’s
made
“on
the
cheap”
and
one
failing…and much more!
that’s really suited to your needs.
It’s called,
Simply
call “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
1300
296 Property”,
255
Your Rural
and tells you
Or
email
us
at
admin@prestigerooftransformations.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly
Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
for How
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
awareness
Simply call the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave
number
andyour
you’ll
name,
postal
receive your free
address
and the
guide
immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

If your home is more than a little untidy, pick a room and
begin there! You will feel so much better and
accomplished when you can see your progress towards a
well-kept home.
NOOSA PRESTIGE PAINTING
P3 NOW!
WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION?
CALLNEWSLETTER
1300296255
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5 tricks to
transform your
Painting
HOME for
Valentine’s Day
Love is in the air as the world (and the Prestige Home
Transformations team) gears up towards the most romantic of
holidays. We’ve got together to come up with some tips to help
warm your heart against the February chill, stimulate your
senses and turn your home from ‘blah blah blah’ into ‘ooh la la’.

Air Tools Worth
Considering

Heaven Scent

Nothing kills romance stone dead faster than a stinky rugby kit
or last night’s fish supper. Give your home a real loved up
atmosphere by introducing some warming scents that lift your
spirits. This is easy to achieve with scented candles – although
Using air tools in the farm workshop can
always be aware of fire safety when using these. Flames of
increase
work
rates,
reduce operator
passion
= good,
flames
of unattended
candles =fatigue
bad! Youand
could
usealternative
a room sprayto
or electrical
reed diffusers,
depending
be aalso
safer
power
tools.on
your
preference.
Budget
branded sets of basic air tools including

an impact wrench, air drill, air sander, die grinder

The scent you go for depends on personal preference of
and air
sellto for
$300.
work
course,
butchisel
top picks
get less
you inthan
the mood
for They
love include:
vanilla,
well and
rose,offer
anything
thespicy
convenience
(ginger, cinnamon),
of air powered
chocolate, or
musk.
or two who
complimentary
scents
throughout the
toolsUse
for one
farmers
use them
infrequently.
house to ensure each room feels the love.

Air tools have several advantages over
conventional
Be
Delicious electric power tools:
Morethepower
as by
the
power
Avoid
crowdsfor
andtheir
publicweight
proposals
cooking
upis
some
romantic
feastsatinthe
the comfort
of your own
Whether
generated
compressor,
nothome.
inside
the tool.
you’re
feeding each other
strawberries,
No electrocution
riskchocolate
so theycovered
are suitable
for wet
braving oysters or sharing a bowl of spaghetti like ‘Lady and the
working
areas
Smaller
so
they
are
ideal
for
work
Tramp’, it’s easy to add a shimmer of romance.
in confined spaces
You
could
dress up
theto
dinner
tablefewer
with heart-shaped
plates,
Long
lasting
due
having
moving parts,
red
pink as
tablecloths
andmaintained
napkins and champagne
asorlong
they are
correctly. flutes.
Adventurous bakers can serve up some cute heart shaped
Overloading
doesn’t
damage
them
where
as what
cakes
to send a sweet
message
to loved
ones.
You know
electric
power
can
fused
they
say: the
fastesttools
way to
the be
heart
is through the stomach,
so
get cooking!
Output
torque easily adjusted by varying the
operating pressure
Feel Good

Introduce some soft fabrics that feel great to keep the romance
There
areand
towsatin
main
of motors
air
alive.
Velvet
are types
two obvious
choices,inside
but a soft
tools that
convert
air pressure
to a form
of feely
cashmere
is also
delicious.
You can introduce
touchy
fabrics
into depending
any rooms with
pillows,
cushions and
motion,
onthrows,
the tool
type.
wraps. Turn the heating down and grab a snuggly blanket with
Rotary Motors are used to power die grinders,
the one you love. Mix and match your favourite fabrics to make
drills
anda multi-sensory experience.
your
home

cut-off tools. To reverse the tool, the air is ducted

Love
at First Sight
through

Flirt
some
accessories
to give your home a festive
thewith
rotor
in pretty
the opposite
direction.
flurry. Freshly cut flowers in simple vases are a classic – bonus
Reciprocating Motors provide back & forth
points if someone bought them for you. Floral prints, pastel
motion
forhearts
toolsaresuch
as saws,
airto chisels,
colours
and
all great
additions
the Valentine’s
home,
all readily
the shops now in the run up to the
sanders
and available
needle in
scalers.
big
day. Treat
a couple
of cute accessories
to add a
These
toolsyourself
have to
closer
tolerances
between
hint of romance – less is definitely more!

working parts and will not operate reliably if they
are not
maintained correctly.
Love
Songs

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Get a FREEGuide
copy of
Awareness
to Choosing
the
Official
Consumer’s
Reliable & Professional Painters:
Awareness Guide to Shed
ItBuilding
reveals the six
costly mistakes
(valued
at $97): to avoid when
choosing a painter and also the common scams &
It reveals the big difference between a farm
misconceptions about painting company…and more!
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one
that’s really suited to your needs.
Simply call
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
1300
296The
255
Choosing
Best Farm Shed For
Or
email
us
at
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
forHow
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
Simply callawareness
the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your
name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave your
number and you’ll
name, postal
receive your free
address and the
guide immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

Fill your house with romantic music to lift your mood and
transport
yourAlways
home away
fromhearing
the sounds
of the outside
SAFETY:
wear
protection
and
world. Use a music streaming service or (gasp!) a good old
safety glasses when using air tools.
fashioned CD to play your favourite romantic tunes as you
arrange your flowers, set your table, or cuddle up on the couch.
Have the music loud enough to drown out the traffic, but low
enough that the neighbours don’t bang on the door and
interrupt your dessert.
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR
A boyfriend asks his girlfriend:

BF: What gift would you like
to receive this coming
Valentine’s Day?
GF: Well, I don’t know (She
answers shyly)
BF: Okay, I’ll give you
another year to think about
it…

”Professional
Painters. On time.
On budget and did
a really good job on
our house. Very
happy with their
work”

To Noosa Prestige Painting:
Your crew just finished the job. I
can’t praise them enough, they
were absolutely amazing!
THANK YOU!
-D. Gorlich

-Melanie from Montville
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